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Abstract 

Background In yeasts belonging to the subphylum Saccharomycotina, genes encoding components of the main 
metabolic pathways, like alcoholic fermentation, are usually conserved. However, in fructophilic species belong‑
ing to the floral Wickerhamiella and Starmerella genera (W/S clade), alcoholic fermentation was uniquely shaped 
by events of gene loss and horizontal gene transfer (HGT).

Results Because HGT and gene losses were first identified when only eight W/S‑clade genomes were available, 
we collected publicly available genome data and sequenced the genomes of 36 additional species. A total of 63 
genomes, representing most of the species described in the clade, were included in the analyses. Firstly, we inferred 
the phylogenomic tree of the clade and inspected the genomes for the presence of HGT‑derived genes involved 
in fructophily and alcoholic fermentation. We predicted nine independent HGT events and several instances of sec‑
ondary loss pertaining to both pathways. To investigate the possible links between gene loss and acquisition events 
and evolution of sugar metabolism, we conducted phenotypic characterization of 42 W/S‑clade species includ‑
ing estimates of sugar consumption rates and fermentation byproduct formation. In some instances, the reconcili‑
ation of genotypes and phenotypes yielded unexpected results, such as the discovery of fructophily in the absence 
of the cornerstone gene (FFZ1) and robust alcoholic fermentation in the absence of the respective canonical pathway.

Conclusions These observations suggest that reinstatement of alcoholic fermentation in the W/S clade triggered 
a surge of innovation that goes beyond the utilization of xenologous enzymes, with fructose metabolism playing 
a key role.
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Background
Comparative genomics combined with increasingly 
sophisticated molecular genetics tools and high-through-
put microbial physiology studies set the stage for the 
present era of exciting discoveries concerning the evo-
lution of microbial metabolism. For yeasts belonging 
to the subphylum Saccharomycotina, this was potenti-
ated by the early availability of an appreciable number of 
genome sequences and more recently by the publication 
of broad range studies based on high-throughput data 
and analyses made available to the scientific community 
[1–4]. Amidst the achievements made possible by the 
newly available resources, we may count the discovery 
of new genetic code alterations in two yeast lineages [5], 
the impact of partial loss of DNA repair genes in the evo-
lution of Hanseniaspora [6] or the finding of an unusu-
ally high number of genes acquired through horizontal 
gene transfer (HGT) in the Wickerhamiella/Starmerella 
clade (henceforward named the W/S clade) [7, 8]. The 
latter clade turned out to be an outstanding model for 
the study of the evolution of metabolism, because a sig-
nificant portion of the genes already identified as having 
been acquired via HGT encode metabolic enzymes, some 
of which are functional and contribute to the metabolic 
toolkit of the recipient yeast species [8–11]. The acquired 
genes originated in both the Pezizomycotina (ascomycet-
ous filamentous fungi) [12] and various bacterial lineages 
[2, 8–10]. As more of these instances are characterized 
in detail, a remarkable picture develops, showing where 
and how incoming xenologs interacted with native gene 
networks.

The W/S-clade ancestor seems to have undergone a 
pronounced loss of metabolic genes and capabilities [2], 
among which one of the most emblematic yeast traits—
alcoholic fermentation [8]. We previously showed for 
Starmerella bombicola and a handful of other W/S-clade 
species that alcoholic fermentation was reacquired mak-
ing use of ADH1 (alcohol dehydrogenase) genes of bacte-
rial origin, together with the recruitment of an alternative 
enzyme to replace pyruvate decarboxylase (Pdc) [8]. The 
latter enzyme catalyzes the first step of alcoholic fermen-
tation, converting pyruvate into acetaldehyde while the 
former catalyzes the second and final step consisting in 
the reduction of acetaldehyde to yield ethanol. As far as 
it was possible to ascertain, all Saccharomycotina yeasts 
possess native PDC and ADH1 vertically inherited genes, 
except those included in the W/S clade [8].

Another metabolic hallmark of the W/S clade is the 
fact that most species are fructophilic, i.e., they prefer 
fructose to glucose as a carbon source when both sugars 
are present in the growth medium at high concentra-
tions. A highly unusual fructose transporter (FFZ1) [12] 
was shown to be the cornerstone of fructophily in yeasts, 

not only in the W/S clade but also in the genus Zygo-
saccharomyces, which apparently received FFZ1 from a 
species in the W/S clade, also through HGT [12]. Con-
cerning the possible advantage conferred by the assimila-
tion of fructose vs glucose, it was shown for St. bombicola 
that a considerable fraction of the fructose consumed 
was converted directly to mannitol [13]. Together with 
the observation that mannitol production is unusually 
frequent among W/S-clade species, we hypothesized 
that in the W/S-clade ancestor mannitol formation may 
have served as an alternative to restore redox balance 
in the absence of alcoholic fermentation [13]. This con-
stitutes a plausible link between acquisition of fructoph-
ily and loss of alcoholic fermentation and resembles the 
proposed hypothesis for the evolution of fructophily in 
bacteria [14–18]. Fructophilic bacteria are a group of 
lactic acid bacteria that thrive in the floral environment 
and independently evolved fructophily, possibly trig-
gered by the loss of alcoholic fermentation [15, 19, 20]. 
Absence of alcoholic fermentation is thought to nega-
tively impact redox balance when glucose is used as the 
sole energy source, due to an impairment of NAD(P)+ 
regeneration [16]. Contrary to glucose, fructose can be 
used as an electron acceptor with mannitol as the final 
product, regenerating the needed oxidized cofactors [15, 
17]. In the context of these observations and hypothesis, 
we note that mannitol and glycerol production may be 
considered alternative fermentations in the sense that 
their formation recycles oxidized co-factors  (NAD+ or 
 NADP+) and that the byproducts extruded are likely to 
have an ecological impact on the microbial community, 
which are two important features in common with alco-
holic fermentation.

The large number of remarkable findings already 
reported for the evolution of sugar metabolism in the 
W/S clade included the loss of alcoholic fermentation 
in the MRCA of the clade and subsequent reinstatement 
through four independent events of acquisition of bacte-
rial ADH1, ADH6, and PDC1 genes [8] and also a single 
acquisition of fructophily-associated transporter gene 
FFZ1 from filamentous fungi by the W/S-clade MRCA 
[12]. However, previous studies were based on the anal-
yses of very few (< 10) genomes, which can impact the 
resolution of evolutionary inferences due to incomplete 
taxon sampling [21]. Here, we revisit the evolution-
ary events associated with fructophily and fermenta-
tion based on the analysis of an expanded dataset of 63 
genomes representing the majority of the species cur-
rently recognized in the clade and on the phenotypic 
characterization of 42 strains across the clade. This char-
acterization consisted mainly in measuring the amount 
and rate of ethanol production by the various species, 
but we also included the quantification of mannitol and 
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glycerol production, when present. Concerning the evo-
lutionary occurrences, we inferred a total of eight puta-
tive HGT events involved in the acquisition of alcoholic 
fermentation-related genes, including three different 
types of bacterial ADH1 genes. However, we found that 
although most Starmerella and Wickerhamiella species 
harbor a bacterial ADH1 gene, alcoholic fermentation is 
only pervasive in a monophyletic lineage that we refer 
to as the Starmerella subclade. Our results highlighted 
a phenotypic landscape in which different W/S-clade 
species use a broad range of fermentation vs respiration 
ratios, rather than falling into discrete respiratory or fer-
mentative categories. Moreover, the reconciliation of 
phenotypes and genotypes in a subset of strains selected 
across the entire clade led to the discovery of cases of 
fructophily in the absence of the cornerstone gene FFZ1 
and alcoholic fermentation taking place in the absence 
of the genes normally composing the respective canonic 
pathway. Finally, we put forward a refined hypothesis 
concerning the evolutionary links between fructophily 
and alcoholic fermentation. Our results underscore the 
relevance of contrasting evolutionary mechanisms (gene 
loss and HGT) in the evolution of adaptive traits in yeasts 
and illustrate how trait loss may be a driver of metabolic 
innovation.

Results and discussion
An expanded phylogenomic tree of the W/S clade
To shed light onto the evolution of fructophily and alco-
holic fermentation, we expanded the number of species 
in the W/S clade for which whole-genome data is availa-
ble (Additional file 1: Table S1). Raw data were assembled 
and annotated using the same pipelines for all species, 
irrespective of the origin of the data. The resulting phy-
logenomic tree encompasses 72 species (63 in the W/S 
clade and nine outgroups) and is based on 273 single-
copy orthogroups (SCO) present in all species (Fig.  1). 
Its topology confirmed previous observations indicating 
that several Wickerhamiella species cluster robustly with 

species currently assigned to the genus Starmerella (sub-
clade 4) [7]. These include the type species of the genus, 
Wickerhamiella domercqiae. For this reason and others 
that will become apparent, we shall refer to these (five) 
Wickerhamiella species together with all Starmerella spe-
cies as the Starmerella subclade (subclade 4) and to the 
remaining species as the Wickerhamiella subclade (com-
prising subclades 1, 2, and 3). This topology is not a con-
sequence of the fact that many, possibly all, W/S-clade 
species have numerous genes acquired horizontally from 
bacteria and from filamentous fungi (Pezizomycotina), 
since it is very unlikely that any such genes were repre-
sented in the set of SCO used to infer the phylogeny; only 
SCO present in all species were considered, and HGT-
derived genes tend to be present only in a fraction of the 
taxa [8–11]. The expanded number of species included in 
this tree produced a more complex topology within both 
the Wickerhamiella and Starmerella subclades, thereby 
improving the resolution of the framework onto which 
previously identified evolutionary events can be mapped.

Multiple independent HGT events involving alcoholic 
fermentation‑related genes
The distribution and phylogenetic relationships of alco-
holic fermentation-related genes across the W/S clade 
show three clearly separated groups in the ADH1 phylog-
eny (Additional file 2: Fig. S1) and four in the ADH6 phy-
logeny (Additional file  3: Fig. S2), suggesting that seven 
independent HGT events were involved in the acquisi-
tion of ADH1-like (total of three events) and ADH6-like 
genes (total of four events).

Starmerella bombicola was previously shown to harbor 
one ADH1-like and two ADH6-like genes [8]. Consider-
ing the entire W/S clade, many species have similarly one 
ADH1 gene, with some harboring two and W. versatilis 
containing three ADH1 genes (Fig.  1). ADH6 genes are 
almost always present in multiple copies ranging in num-
ber from two to ten. Phylogenetic analyses of the ADH1 
and ADH6 genes found in W/S-clade species show that 

Fig. 1 Phylogenomic tree of the W/S clade and distribution of fructophily and fermentation‑related genes and phenotypes. A Maximum likelihood 
phylogenomic tree comprising 63 W/S‑clade species and nine outgroups, inferred from the concatenated alignment of 264 SCO and rooted 
with Tortispora caseinolytica based on the phylogenetic analysis of Shen et al. 2018 [2]. The presence/absence of genes related to fructophily 
and alcoholic fermentation, as well as phenotypes determined for a subset of species, are shown to the right of the tree. Subclades (labeled 
1–4) were defined according to the ADH1 genotype. B Relevant metabolic pathways for production of fermentation byproducts in the W/S 
clade (mannitol, glycerol, and ethanol). Names of the enzymes carrying out the represented reactions are shown next to the respective arrow: 
Hxk—hexokinase, Glk—glucokinase, Pgi—phosphoglucoisomerase, Mtdh—mannitol dehydrogenase, Pdc—pyruvate decarboxylase, Aro10—
phenylpyruvate decarboxylase, Adh—alcohol dehydrogenase, Gpd—glycerol 3‑phosphate dehydrogenase, Gpp—glycerol 3‑phosphate 
phosphatase. C Sugar consumption profiles for eight W/S‑clade species cultivated in medium containing glucose and fructose (20FG) are shown, 
highlighting the diversity in sugar consumption rates and preferences across the W/S clade. For each species, the presence/absence profile of genes 
and traits depicted in A is shown above the plots. Sugar consumption profiles and fermentation byproduct formation profiles all species as well 
as respective replicates are shown in Additional file 5: Fig. S4

(See figure on next page.)
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whenever more than one gene is present, duplications 
occurred after speciation, as multiple ADH1 or ADH6 
genes present in any given species always clustered 
together (Additional file 2: Fig. S1, Additional file 3: Fig. 
S2). The distinct bacterial origin of the ADH genes, sug-
gesting multiple independent acquisitions, is remarkably 
consistent with the topology of the phylogenomic tree 
(Fig. 1). For ADH1, three different bacterial origins were 
identified in three different subclades. All species in the 
Starmerella subclade (subclade 4) possess ADH1 genes 
from Acetobacteraceae (named Adh1a). In subclade 1, 
all species possess a ADH1 gene (named Adh1b) possibly 
derived from the Enterobacterales, while in subclade 3, 
all but two species have an ADH1 gene possibly originat-
ing in Acinetobacter (named Adh1c). The two exceptions 
are W. pagnoccae and W. jalapaonensis, both lacking 
ADH1 genes, probably as consequence of a secondary 
loss in their common ancestor. Finally, subclade 2 con-
tains five species all seemingly lacking ADH1 genes. Plot-
ting the distribution of the genes onto the phylogenomic 
tree, we postulate that the three types of ADH1 genes 
found in Wickerhamiella and Starmerella species were 
each independently acquired by the ancestor of the sub-
clade in which they are presently found while subclade 2 
seems never to have acquired a bacterial ADH1 gene.

A more complicated pattern emerges for ADH6 genes, 
where four different bacterial genes seem to have been 
acquired by three different subclades, as inferred from 
the distribution of ADH1. Specifically, subclade 4 har-
bors Adh6a enzymes possibly originating in the Sphin-
gomonadales whereas most species of subclade 3 contain 
multiple ADH6c genes possibly originating in the Alte-
romonadales. However, subclade 1 seems to lack ADH6 
genes, while two species in the Adh1null subclade 2 con-
tain ADH6 genes that seem to be of different bacterial 
origins (Adh6d and Adh6e).

W/S‑clade species harboring different bacterial alcohol 
dehydrogenases exhibit distinct fermentative phenotypes
We showed previously that in St. bombicola Adh1a was 
mainly responsible for alcoholic fermentation but also 
ensured ethanol assimilation [8]. By contrast, Adh6 
enzymes in St. bombicola are unconnected with alco-
holic fermentation, as in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
although they might make a minor contribution to this 
process in the absence of Adh1 [8]. This agrees with 
the fact that in most if not all species studied so far, the 
interconversion of acetaldehyde and ethanol is ensured 
by a NADH-dependent Adh1 type of enzyme [22–24], 
while Adh6-type enzymes are deemed to be broad range, 
NADPH-dependent enzymes that accept a variety of 
aldehydes as substrates (Fig. 1B) [25, 26]. In conformity 
with this, all species tested in the Starmerella subclade 

(subclade 4) conducted alcoholic fermentation except for 
W. bombiphila (Fig. 1). However, almost without excep-
tion, species encoding Adh1b or Adh1c types of enzymes 
seemed to be poor ethanol producers (< 5 g/L) under the 
conditions tested. Unlike Adh1a, these enzymes may be 
involved mainly in ethanol assimilation (Additional file 1: 
Table  S1). If that is the case, Adh1b and Adh1c would 
functionally resemble S. cerevisiae Adh2, an enzyme spe-
cialized in ethanol assimilation and that does not partici-
pate in the inverse reaction [27]. Nevertheless, we found 
two exceptions in subclade 1, the closely related species 
W. spandovensis and W. sergipiensis, which produce etha-
nol in substantial amounts, presumably using Adh1b. The 
most intriguing case is, however, W. slavikovae which is 
capable of robust fermentation while presumably lack-
ing both Adh1 and Aro10, the enzyme deemed to have 
replaced Pdc in alcoholic fermentation in the W/S clade 
[8]. Absence of fermentation genes in W. slavikovae was 
confirmed by inspection of an additional high-quality 
assembly produced using long reads (Nanopore tech-
nology) (GCA_954870865). Even if we assume that one 
or more of the products of the five ADH6 genes found 
in this species may be responsible for ethanol formation, 
the enzyme responsible for the conversion of pyruvate 
to acetaldehyde remains elusive. An alternative path-
way for ethanol production might involve an AdhE type 
of multifunctional enzyme, commonly found in bacte-
ria [28]. However, a gene encoding this kind of enzyme, 
which might fulfill the roles of both Adh1 and Pdc, was 
also absent from the W. slavikovae genome. One addi-
tional species, W. kazuoi, also lacks Pdc, Aro10, and 
Adh1. These observations indicate that the loss of Adh1 
and Aro10 might be connected, suggesting that the two 
enzymes are functionally linked.

In summary, we identified at least seven independent 
events of acquisition of ADH genes, involving four W/S 
subclades. ADH1 or ADH6 genes were each acquired by 
the ancestor of a subclade, except for Adh6d and Adh6e, 
which are found each in a single species. The ancestors of 
subclades 1 and 4 acquired Adh1 and Adh6 at the same 
point in evolution but from different bacterial donors 
(Additional file  2: Fig. S1, Additional file  3: Fig. S2). In 
the Starmerella subclade (subclade 4), this formed the 
basis for a fermentative capacity that persisted in almost 
all species, while in the two Wickerhamiella subclades 
possessing Adh1 (subclades 1 and 3), ethanol assimila-
tion might be the most likely role of the enzyme. As for 
Adh6, an involvement in alcoholic fermentation seems 
so far negligible, with the possible exception of Adh6d in 
W. slavikovae; a likely hypothesis may be that Adh6 play 
a role in detoxification, carrying out the conversion of 
aldehydes of environmental origin to the less toxic cor-
responding alcohols [29–31]. Whatever the role, multiple 
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copies of bacterial ADH6 genes are widespread across 
the entire W/S clade, while most species carry only one 
ADH1 gene. As to the evolution of Pdc/Aro10, it is nota-
ble that only W. versatilis acquired bacterial Pdc genes 
(Additional file 4: Fig. S3), as previously reported [8]; no 
other bacterial Pdc genes were found in other W/S-clade 
species (Additional file 4: Fig. S3). It cannot be excluded 
that the inability of species in the Wickerhamiella sub-
clades to conduct alcoholic fermentation is due to the 
absence of Pdc activity, which is not required for ethanol 
assimilation. In other words, it cannot be excluded that 
co-optation of Aro10 for alcoholic fermentation occurred 
only in a subset of W/S-clade species. At variance with 
this possibility, the very few Wickerhamiella species lack-
ing Aro10 are among the few that also lack Adh1, includ-
ing one likely to have experienced Adh1c secondary loss, 
suggesting a functional link between the two enzymes. 
Finally, we found a strong ethanol producer, W. slaviko-
vae in the Adh1-null subclade (subclade 2), that also lacks 
Pdc/Aro10 (Fig. 1). Together, these observations suggest 
a complex evolutionary pattern involving Aro10 and its 
role in fermentation in the W/S clade. These observa-
tions also imply the existence of yet unidentified enzymes 
promoting ethanol production in substantial amounts in 
species lacking Adh1 and Pdc/Aro10, like W. slavikovae.

The phenotypic landscape across the W/S clade reveals 
a wide range of fermentation rates
The general trend observed in Fig. 1 is that Starmerella 
species conduct alcoholic fermentation while species in 
the Wickerhamiella subclades generally do not. How-
ever, the amount of ethanol (and other fermentation 
byproducts—mannitol and glycerol) (Fig.  1B) produced 
by fermentative species and their production rates vary 
considerably (Additional file 5: Fig. S4, Additional file 6: 
Table  S2). The correlation between global (considering 
all products together) maximum fermentation byprod-
uct production rates determined for 42 species stud-
ied and the extremely variable sugar consumption rates 
observed is shown in Fig.  2A. Not surprisingly, the rate 
of global fermentation byproduct formation robustly 

correlates with the sugar consumption rate measured 
using the same time point (r = 0.96, p-value < 2.2e−16, 
Pearson correlation test) (Fig.  2A), showing no major 
byproduct of fermentation was overlooked. Hence, as 
usually observed [32], sugars are consumed more rapidly 
during fermentative metabolism to compensate for the 
lower energetic yield of fermentation. Interestingly, we 
found that the phenotypic landscape of fermentation and 
sugar consumption rates covers a wide spectrum of val-
ues (Fig.  2A), indicating that the proportion of fermen-
tative metabolism vs respiratory metabolism is extremely 
diverse across the clade under the conditions tested. 
Globally, the correlation between fermentation rates 
and sugar consumption is mainly driven by ethanol pro-
duction (r = 0.95, p-value < 2.2e−16, Pearson correlation 
test), since, as shown on the inset of Fig. 2A, the corre-
lation between sugar consumption rates and fermenta-
tion rates is barely affected when glycerol and mannitol 
are excluded (Fig.  2A, inset). We corrected these corre-
lations for the effect of phylogenetic relatedness using 
PIC (phylogenetically independent contrasts) (Additional 
file 7: Fig. S5) and showed that the robust correlation is 
maintained in both cases (all fermentation byproducts: 
adjusted R-squared = 0.837, p-value < 2.2e−16; only etha-
nol: adjusted R-squared = 0.779, p-value < 6.62e−15). In 
line with our previous observations, the highest sugar 
consumption and fermentation rates are found in spe-
cies belonging to the Starmerella subclade (subclade 4) 
(Fig.  2A, Additional file  8: Fig. S6). This is also noticea-
ble when the absolute amounts of fermentation byprod-
ucts (in the form of individual byproduct yields) are 
compared between the two groups (subclade 4 and the 
remaining three Wickerhamiella subclades) (Fig.  2B). 
In Wickerhamiella, mannitol and glycerol account for 
a much larger fraction of the fermentation byproducts 
than in Starmerella (Fig.  2B), which is consistent with 
the observation that the global fermentation byprod-
uct formation rates drop to zero in most of these spe-
cies when only ethanol is considered (Fig.  2A, inset). 
Hence, Starmerella species resort almost without excep-
tion to alcoholic fermentation for energy conservation 

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 2 Comparison of respiration vs fermentation preferences across the W/S clade. A Correlation between maximum global fermentation 
byproduct production rates (ethanol, glycerol, and mannitol) and sugar consumption rates across the W/S clade, highlighting Wickerhamiella 
(subclades 1–3) and Starmerella (subclade 4) species in different colors. The inset (top, right) shows the correlation between sugar consumption rate 
and ethanol production rate determined at the same time points for the same species, denoting that the correlation is mainly driven by ethanol 
production. Each datapoint represents a single measurement for each species, but results for a replicate assay can be assessed in Additional file 6: 
Table S2 and Additional file 8: Fig S6A. B Fermentation byproduct (ethanol, glycerol, and mannitol) individual yields determined for each byproduct 
at the time point at which the maximum global yield was measured for each species (replicate assay can be assessed in Additional file 6: Table S2). 
The more pronounced bias towards fermentative metabolism in the Starmerella clade (subclade 4) when compared to Wickerhamiella (subclades 
1–3) is noticeable. The manifest difference between Starmerella (subclade 4) and Wickerhamiella (subclades 1–3) concerning the main fermentation 
byproduct formed is highlighted in the inset (top, right) where the proportions of the three byproducts formed by each species are shown
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often with concomitant formation of mannitol and/or 
glycerol, while the majority of Wickerhamiella species 
use respiration and exhibit a much wider diversity con-
cerning byproduct formation, ranging from consider-
able amounts of mannitol and/or glycerol to nearly none 
(Fig. 2B).

Presence of HGT‑derived FFZ1 is pervasive 
across fructophilic species
Possibly the most unusual trait that is widely spread in 
the W/S clade is the preference for fructose over glu-
cose when both sugars are present in large amounts. 
The preference is often far from subtle as in some of the 
species studied so far, glucose consumption only picked 
up after a considerable drop in fructose concentration 
(Fig.  1C). The cornerstone of this marked fructophilic 
behavior is a remarkable high-capacity fructose trans-
porter (Ffz1) that evolved from a Drug/H+ antiporter 
relatively recently, therefore lacking the usual signatures 
of sugar porters [12]. All the evidence indicates that FFZ1 
has been horizontally acquired from the Pezizomyco-
tina early in the evolution of the W/S clade [12]. Initial 
research found an almost perfect correlation between 
the presence of FFZ1 in the genome and fructophily [12, 
33]. To find out whether this strong correlation persisted 
after the substantial increase in the size of the genome 
sequence dataset here reported, we scored the presence 
of the FFZ1 gene in all species represented in the phy-
logenomic tree in Fig.  1A, reconstructed the Ffz1 phy-
logeny (Additional file 9: Fig. S7), and determined sugar 
preference for a large fraction of the species (Additional 
file 5: Fig. S4). In the past, we put forward a hypothesis 
to explain the patchy distribution of FFZ1 across the Sac-
charomycotina which involved two HGT events (from 
the Pezizomycotina to the W/S clade and from the W/S 
clade to Zygosaccharomyces) [12]. However, the support 
for the HGT event from the W/S clade to Zygosaccharo-
myces was limited by the low number of genomes availa-
ble. The updated Ffz1 phylogeny inferred with additional 
W/S species sequences (Additional file 9: Fig. S7) further 
supports the two HGT events, as yeast Ffz1 sequences 
cluster within filamentous fungi, whereas all Zygosaccha-
romyces sequences form a deeply embedded clade within 
the Starmerella subclade. We found again an almost per-
fect correlation between the presence of the gene and 
fructophily in the Starmerella subclade (subclade 4).

FFZ1‑independent fructophily is patent in a restricted 
group of Wickerhamiella species
In the three Wickerhamiella subclades, FFZ1 was 
found only in a small number of species, most of which 
were fructophilic. Surprisingly, however, in subclade 3 
(Fig. 1A), fructophily was detected despite the absence of 

FFZ1 in seven species. When compared with the sugar 
consumption profiles observed in FFZ1-harboring spe-
cies (indicated as FFZ1 + in Fig.  1C, e.g., W. cachassae), 
the species lacking the gene are generally slower con-
sumers of fructose (indicated as FFZ1—in Fig. 1C). Also, 
the sugar consumption profiles in Fig.  1C and Addi-
tional file  5: Fig. S4 show that in fructophilic species of 
the Wickerhamiella subclades, both with and without 
FFZ1, glucose tends to be left nearly untouched, which 
might denote a defect in glucose metabolism. If this were 
the case, fructophily might be the result of this defect, 
as opposed to a competition between the two sugars for 
uptake or phosphorylation. To assess that, we cultivated 
four fructophilic species lacking FFZ1 (FFZ1 −) species as 
well as four fructophilic species harboring FFZ1 (FFZ1 +) 
on glucose and fructose separately (using, respectively, 
20G and 20F medium) and measured sugar consumption 
rates under the different conditions (Fig.  3). No defects 
on glucose utilization were observed in any of the spe-
cies; even when very small amounts of glucose were 
consumed, high cell densities were attained reflecting a 
higher biomass yield on glucose than on fructose (Addi-
tional file 6: Table S2). When compared with the individ-
ual glucose and fructose consumption rates in medium 
containing both sugars, rates were generally higher in 
the single sugar condition (p-value = 0.0148, Wilcoxon 
test) (Fig. 3), showing that there is competition between 
the utilization of the two sugars as might be expected as 
a consequence of their very similar metabolisms. Nota-
bly, the presence of FFZ1 appears to slightly mitigate the 
negative effect of glucose on fructose consumption rates 
in mixed sugar cultures, while it slightly increases the 
negative effect of fructose on glucose consumption rates 
under the same conditions. This competition between the 
two sugars suggests that they use the same or a largely 
overlapping set of transporters, with Ffz1 tipping the bal-
ance towards fructose uptake when it is present. In line 
with this, no major differences regarding the number or 
type of sugar transporters were observed between fruct-
ophilic and glucophilic species lacking FFZ1 (Additional 
file 10: Table S3), suggesting that the milder fructophily 
observed in the absence of Ffz1 might be achieved in the 
absence of an alternative specific fructose transporter. In 
summary, the fructophilic character of the FFZ1-lacking 
species in subclade 3 suggests either that the available 
transporters have more affinity for fructose than for glu-
cose or that fructophily in these cases is determined by 
the kinetic properties of the hexokinases.

Differences in hexokinase activity do not explain 
FFZ1‑independent fructophily
As glucose and fructose metabolisms are so similar, the 
only two metabolic reactions potentially determining 
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a preference for one or the other of the two hexoses are 
the transport and phosphorylation steps (Fig. 4A). Early 
in the study of strongly fructophilic Zygosaccharomyces 
species [34], it was established that the transport step 
was the culprit, later leading to the identification of FFZ1 
[35]. The finding of fructophily independent of FFZ1 in 
some Wickerhamiella species led us to re-assess whether 
sugar phosphorylation kinetics might determine a pref-
erence for fructose in these species. To that end, glucose 
and fructose phosphorylation kinetics were determined 
in cell-free extracts of several Wickerhamiella species 
exhibiting different trait combinations (Fig.  4B; Addi-
tional file 11: Table S4), with a focus on sugar preference 
and the presence/absence of FFZ1. The results, shown in 
Fig. 4B, indicate that a bias of hexokinase activity towards 
fructose is unlikely to determine fructophily in any of the 
species examined, as the Km for fructose is always con-
siderably higher than the Km for glucose. Nevertheless, 
the various species exhibited markedly different fructose/
glucose Km and Vmax ratios (Fig. 4C). The two glucophilic 
species had the lowest Vmax ratios and highest Km ratios, 
which is in line with their preference for glucose, while 
the fructophilic species tended to have lower Km ratios 
and higher Vmax ratios. This suggests that although sugar 
phosphorylation does not seem to determine fructoph-
ily, hexokinase activity seems to have evolved towards 
improving fructose metabolism in fructophilic species, 

both with and without FFZ1. Hence, taken together, our 
results suggest that the transport step is mainly responsi-
ble for fructophily in FFZ1-lacking species, probably due 
to the higher affinity for fructose of one or more of the 
hexose transporters, but that there is also some adjust-
ment of the kinetics of hexokinase to fructophily.

Higher fructose consumption rates in Wickerhamiella are 
associated with a metabolic shift towards fermentation
Higher sugar consumption rates are usually associ-
ated with fermentative metabolism. For that reason, 
we decided to investigate whether the often marked 
difference between fructose and glucose consumption 
rates in fructophilic Wickerhamiella species (Fig. 3 and 
Additional file 6: Table S2) reflected a sugar-dependent 
preference for respiration or fermentation. Notably, 
even when glucose is left nearly untouched and fruc-
tose is efficiently consumed (for instance in W. nectarea 
or W. jalapaonensis, Additional file  6: Table  S2), the 
maximum cell density reached on glucose is similar to 
or higher than that reached on fructose-based medium, 
suggesting that glucose-grown cells are shifting their 
metabolism towards the more energy effective respi-
ration at the detriment of fermentation. To ascertain 
this, we determined the global fermentation byprod-
uct yields (i.e., ethanol, mannitol, and glycerol consid-
ered together) for eight fructophilic Wickerhamiella 
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species grown separately on glucose and on fructose 
(Additional file 6: Table S2). In all species, the fermen-
tation byproduct yields were significantly higher on 
fructose compared to glucose (p-value = 0.002742, Wil-
coxon Test) (Fig. 5), ranging from 2 × in W. occidentalis 
to 25 × in W. azyma (Additional file  6: Table  S2). This 
increase in byproduct formation when fructose is the 
carbon-source was not restricted to mannitol forma-
tion, which might be expected because mannitol can 

be formed directly from fructose (Additional file  6: 
Table  S2). Instead, in some species, like W. cachas-
sae, W. nectarea, W. azyma, and W. jalapaonensis, an 
increase in glycerol and/or ethanol formation is also 
observed on fructose relative to glucose based medium. 
Taken together, these results suggest that in fructophilic 
Wickerhamiella species fructose is more conducive to 
fermentation than glucose and that this effect seems to 
be more pronounced for FFZ1 harboring species.
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Conclusions
Evolutionary events involving alcoholic fermentation‑ 
and fructophily‑related genes
With the addition of dozens of newly sequenced 
genomes from species belonging to the W/S clade, 
either sequenced by us (45, 36 of which sequenced in the 
course of this work) or retrieved from public databases 
[18], we robustly reconstructed the set of evolutionary 
events involving the genes related to alcoholic fermenta-
tion (ADH1, ADH6, PDC1, and ARO10) and fructoph-
ily (FFZ1), two traits that have been affected by multiple 
events of loss and HGT in this clade (Fig. 6).

At least eight HGT events were involved in the (re)
acquisition of ADH-like and PDC-like genes, most likely 
from distinct bacterial lineages. In the Starmerella clade, 
the acquisition of an Acetobacteraceae Adh1 enzyme 
perfectly coincides with the reinstatement of robust alco-
holic fermentation, while in the Wickerhamiella clade, 
alcoholic fermentation is more patchily distributed, does 
not correlate with the type of the Adh1 acquired, and 
takes place even in the absence of obvious candidate 
genes (i.e., ADH1 and ARO10/PDC1). The evidence for 
multiple HGT events involving these genes, combined 
with the finding of a well-defined clade where neither 
Adh1 or Pdc1 of any type were found, provides further 

support to our previous hypothesis that the entire alco-
holic fermentation pathway was lost in the ancestor of 
the W/S clade and subsequently reacquired multiple 
times (Fig. 6).

The phylogenetic distribution of FFZ1 suggests that 
it was horizontally acquired by the ancestor of the W/S 
clade and subsequently lost in a few lineages (Fig. 6). Five 
losses, two involving single species and three encompass-
ing small subclades, suffice to explain the extant phyloge-
netic distribution of FFZ1 (Fig. 6). These losses resulted, 
in three cases, in the concomitant loss of fructophily, 
while in subclade 3, this trait was maintained in most 
species despite the loss of FFZ1 (Fig.  6). Conceivably, 
this may have happened because (an)other transporter(s) 
(partly) took over the role of Ffz1. The transporter 
involved remains to be identified, but its capacity (Vmax) 
may be lower than that of FFZ1, given the observed 
slower fructose consumption rates in these species, when 
compared with FFZ1 harboring species. Interestingly, 
although hexokinase activity denoted higher affinity for 
glucose than for fructose in all species tested, both glu-
cophilic and fructophilic, the kinetic parameters lean 
increasingly towards being less unfavorable to fructose 
consumption in proportion to observed fructose con-
sumption rates.
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A refined hypothesis for the evolution of alcoholic 
fermentation in the W/S clade
Our survey of the metabolism of fructose and glucose 
in the W/S clade as described in the previous sections 
revealed pronounced differences in sugar preference, 
relative consumption rates, biomass yield, and also in 
the type and amount of fermentation products formed. 

On the other hand, all species examined seem to be 
Crabtree negative, meaning that fermentation takes 
place as a response to limited oxygen availability (e.g., 
when high cell densities are attained) rather than to 
sugar abundance, unlike what is observed, for exam-
ple, in S. cerevisiae [30, 34]. As mentioned before, with 
few exceptions, significant ethanol production is limited 
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to the Starmerella subclade. Contrastingly, mannitol, a 
byproduct rarely produced by yeasts that can be much 
more readily obtained from fructose than from glucose, 
is produced by the large majority of W/S-clade species, 
albeit in highly variable amounts (Fig. 2B and Additional 
file 6: Table S2). Moreover, we observed in the eight fruc-
tophilic Wickerhamiella species cultivated separately on 
glucose and fructose that fructose metabolism is more 
conducive to the formation of fermentation byproducts 
(ethanol, mannitol, and glycerol) than glucose metabo-
lism. This does not seem to be solely explained by faster 
fructose consumption rates because in some cases even 
when consumption rates were identical or slightly higher 
for glucose, fermentation byproducts formed only when 
fructose was the carbon source or were more abundant 
in the latter case. However, to ascertain whether different 
regulatory roles of glucose and fructose are also playing a 
part in the amount and type of fermentative byproducts 
formed, more rigorous experiments performed in con-
trolled conditions (chemostat) would be required.

Another notable observation is the fact that when 
cultivated in medium containing high concentrations 
of both glucose and fructose, the 42 species studied are 
not divided in cohorts of non-fermentative (Wicker-
hamiella subclades 1–3) and fermentative (Starmerella, 
subclade 4) (Fig. 2A). Instead, collectively, they occupy a 
wide range from non-fermentative to fermentative meta-
bolic behavior, albeit with a strong tendency for Wicker-
hamiella to populate the lower, less fermentation-prone 
space characterized by low sugar consumption rates. It 
is tempting to speculate that such phenotypic plasticity 
enhanced ecological adaptation and minimized competi-
tive exclusion in nature.

In summary, our observations taken together with the 
striking parallel evolutionary path of fructophilic bac-
teria [14, 15] lead us to posit that after the loss of alco-
holic fermentation and concomitant with adaptation 
of the W/S-clade ancestor to the floral niche, the high-
capacity fructose transporter FFZ1 was first horizontally 
acquired from a Pezizomycotina species. The possibil-
ity of a high fructose metabolic flux presumably pro-
vided some mitigation of redox imbalance caused by the 
loss of alcoholic fermentation by offering an alternative 
way to recycle reduced co-factors in low oxygen condi-
tions through direct conversion of fructose to manni-
tol (Gonçalves et al. 2019). Mannitol production may in 
fact be considered a different kind of fermentation in the 
sense that it impacts redox balance, which could account 
for its ubiquity in extant W/S-clade species, sometimes 
as the sole fermentation byproduct. It seems plausi-
ble that after this first fermentative pathway was estab-
lished, the Starmerella lineage (subclade 4) remodeled its 
energy metabolism much further by reinstating alcoholic 

fermentation, accomplished by resorting to a horizontally 
acquired bacterial Adh1 and the recruitment of Aro10 to 
fulfill the role of Pdc. Our evidence [8] suggests that this 
may have been favorable to the improvement of glucose 
utilization under fermentative conditions. Our observa-
tions indicate that the importance of mannitol forma-
tion for redox balance in Starmerella may be presently 
very reduced or inexistent, like in St. bombicola [13]. 
However, as in the latter species that employs mannitol 
as thermoprotector, other species over the entire clade 
may have retained mannitol production in relation with 
physiological needs other than redox balance. Finally, we 
note that evidence concerning fructose metabolism in 
the W/S clade suggests that mannitol and ethanol forma-
tion are not alternative or complementary pathways but 
rather form together a metabolic "fermentation node,” 
possibly also including glycerol formation. However, as 
observed in St. bombicola mutants unable to conduct 
alcoholic fermentation, glycerol functions in this species 
as a redox valve compensating the lack of alcoholic fer-
mentation as is often observed in yeasts [8, 36]. Mannitol 
production collapsed in these mutants along with ethanol 
synthesis, suggesting the existence of a metabolic or reg-
ulatory link between the two reactions that nevertheless 
seem to fulfill eminently different cellular roles.

In conclusion, the loss of alcoholic fermentation in the 
W/S-clade ancestor seems to have triggered a bout of 
unprecedented innovation in the toolkit normally used 
by yeasts for fermentation, employing a wide range of 
strategies that seem to go well beyond the utilization of 
xenologous enzymes. This is best illustrated by the obser-
vation of robust alcoholic fermentation in the absence 
of the respective canonical pathway. It seems likely that 
the events in the evolutionary history of fermentation 
and fructophily in the W/S clade set the stage for a radia-
tion that resulted in the emergence of numerous species 
spanning a widely diverse fermentation landscape with 
ethanol, mannitol, and glycerol fulfilling different roles, 
ranging from contributions to redox balance to various 
forms of stress protection.

Methods
Genome sequencing, de novo assembly, and annotation
In the course of this work, the genomes of 36 species 
in the W/S clade were sequenced (Additional file  1: 
Table  S1). For each species, genomic DNA from over-
night grown cultures was isolated as previously described 
[11]. Paired-end Illumina NextSeq2000 250  bp reads 
(300 cycles) were obtained at the Genomics Unit of Insti-
tuto Gulbenkian Ciência (Oeiras, Portugal). The raw 
sequenced reads thus obtained and the publicly available 
reads for other W/S-clade species were then assembled 
following an in-house pipeline that uses an optimized 
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trimming step (LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDING-
WINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36) with Trimmomatic v0.39 
[37] and SPAdes v3.13.1 [38] for the de novo assembly 
step. Only contigs with a length over 1000  bp and cov-
erage above 5 × were kept in the final assembly. For low 
coverage assemblies (< 20x), contigs with a coverage 
above 1 were kept. Genome quality was assessed for all 
genomes with QUAST v5.0.2 [39]. For all species, the 
complete proteome was predicted with AUGUSTUS v 
3.3.3 [40] using the complete gene model and Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae as reference.

For the species W. slavikovae PYCC 8320, long-read 
data was also obtained using Oxford Nanopore Technol-
ogy (ONT), with a MinION flowcell. For de novo assem-
bly, Canu v2.2 [41] was used with default parameters, 
only adjusting the genome size flag to 10 m. The resulting 
contigs were corrected with two rounds of Racon v1.5.0 
[42], one with the Nanopore reads and the other with 
Illumina reads. Afterwards, several rounds of Pilon v1.24 
[43] run until no changes were seen on the change file 
were performed using Illumina data. To further increase 
the contiguity of the assembly, LINKS v1.8.7 [44] was 
implemented. The resulting assembly was also used as 
input to predict the proteome using AUGUSTUS v 3.3.3. 
Sequenced raw reads are openly available at the Euro-
pean Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under the BioProject 
ID: PRJEB62807 [45]. Genome assemblies are available in 
figshare (https:// doi. org/ 10. 6084/ m9. figsh are. 23292 737) 
[46].

Search for genes relevant for alcoholic fermentation 
and fructophily
First, HMM profiles for each protein were constructed. 
For that, Ffz1, Adh1, Adh6, and Pdc1/Aro10 protein 
sequences from (W. versatilitis, W. domercqiae, or St. 
bombicola) were used as queries for BLASTp searches 
in the NCBI refseq database. Hits with an e-value lower 
than 0.001 were retrieved, to a maximum of 100. The 
sequences recovered for each protein were aligned with 
MAFFT v7.407 [47] and HMM profiles were constructed 
in HMMER v3.3.2 [48] (Nov 2020). These HMM profiles 
were used to score the presence/absence of each gene 
and the respective copy number using Orthofisher v1.0.5 
[49]. Several e-value cutoffs were tested starting with the 
standard parameters (e-value cutoff  1e−3). After analyz-
ing the results by reciprocal blast, e-value  1e−50 returned 
the best results, with no loss of information and few 
false positives. All results were inspected by blast in the 
NCBI database and by phylogenetic analysis. Absences 
were confirmed in the pertinent genome assemblies by 
tBLASTn.

To determine the sugar transporter gene repertoire 
across W/S-clade species, we searched for all proteins 

with sugar transporter signatures by employing an 
HMM-based search [49] with different degrees of strin-
gency (bitscore: 10, 20, and 80) using the Sugar porter 
HMM profile as query (Pfam: PF00083, obtained from 
Pfam-A.hmm using “hmmfetch”) [50].

Phylogenetic inference
The species phylogeny was reconstructed with single-
copy orthogroups (SCO) obtained using Orthofinder 
v2.5.4 [51] from the predicted W/S-clade proteomes 
and closest relatives. The SCO were aligned indepen-
dently using MAFFT v7.407 and then concatenated using 
a python script (https:// github. com/ santi agosn chez/ 
Conca tFasta). The concatenated aligned file composed of 
273 SCO was then used to infer a maximum likelihood 
(ML) tree using IQTREE 1.6.11 [52] with a partition flag 
(-spp), an automatic detection of the best-fitting model 
of amino acid evolution [53]. Bootstrap support was 
assessed by 1000 ultrafast bootstrapping replicates [54] 
and also using the SH-aLRT branch test [55]. Five inde-
pendent tree searches were conducted (–runs 5), and the 
tree with the best likelihood score was selected as the one 
representing the most likely phylogenetic relationships 
between species. The phylogeny was rooted using Tortis-
pora caseinolytica based on the phylogenetic analyses of 
Shen et al. 2018 [2].

For the phylogenies of Adh1, Adh6, Ffz1, and Pdc1/
Aro10, the confirmed sequences retrieved from 
Orthofisher [49] were added to the datasets published by 
Gonçalves et al. 2016 [12] and Gonçalves et al. 2018 [8] 
and aligned with MAFFT v7.407 using an iterative refine-
ment method (E-INS-i). For Adh6, poorly aligned regions 
were removed with trimal v1.4.rev15 [56] using the “gap-
pyout” option. The aligned datasets were then used to 
reconstruct a phylogeny with IQTREE, using automatic 
detection of the best fitting model of evolution and 1000 
ultrafast bootstrap replicates. All the phylogenetic trees 
reconstructed in this work were visualized and edited 
using iTOL v6 [57].

Growth assays, sugar and metabolite quantification
For the assessment of fructophily and quantification of 
fermentation byproducts shown in Fig. 1A and Fig. 2, cul-
tures of 43 W/S-clade species were pre-grown in 10 mL 
of YP medium (1% (w/v) of yeast extract and 2% (w/v) of 
peptone) supplemented with 10% (w/v) of fructose and 
10% (w/v) of glucose (20FG medium), overnight, at 25 °C 
with orbital shaking. The pre-grown cultures were inocu-
lated in 30 mL of fresh 20FG medium at an initial optical 
density  (OD640nm) of 0.1 and grown under the same con-
ditions. Growth was followed for 150–400  h. At several 
time points, 1  mL samples were harvested, centrifuged 
for 5  min at 16,000 × g, and filtered through 0.22-μm 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23292737
https://github.com/santiagosnchez/ConcatFasta
https://github.com/santiagosnchez/ConcatFasta
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nylon filters for high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC) analysis. Glucose, fructose, ethanol, glyc-
erol, and mannitol were quantified using a carbohydrate 
analysis column (300 mm by 7.8 mm, Aminex HPX-87P; 
Bio-Rad) and a differential refractometer (Shodex R-101). 
The column was kept at 80 °C, and  H2O was used as the 
mobile phase at 0.6 mL/min. Data used to calculate sugar 
consumption rates and byproduct yields shown in Figs. 3 
and 5 was similarly obtained except for the utilization of 
YP medium supplemented with either 20% (w/v) of fruc-
tose (20F) or 20% (w/v) of glucose (20G), instead of 20FG 
medium. For Wickerhamiella alocasiicola, only informa-
tion regarding sugar consumption profiles was obtained, 
so this species was not included in any of the analyses 
involving analyses of fermentation byproducts.

Yields, sugar consumption rates, and fermentation 
byproduct production rates
All raw data pertaining to the calculation of sugar con-
sumption rates, byproduct production rates, and yields 
is presented in Additional file  6: Table  S2. Rates and 
yields varied considerably during growth, and the pat-
tern of this variation was in turn quite different among 
the 42 species. Therefore, for each species, approximate 
values for rates and yields were calculated using the time 
point after inoculation for which the highest value was 
obtained for a certain rate or yield. Specifically, fermen-
tation byproduct production rates (Fig.  2A) were deter-
mined each at the time point for which the rate (sum 
of fermentation byproduct concentrations per unit of 
time) was the highest. The same time point was used to 
determine the respective sugar consumption rate. For 
the correlation between sugar consumption rates and 
ethanol production rates (Fig. 2A, inset), the same time 
points were used but only ethanol production was taken 
into consideration. Similarly, byproduct yields shown in 
Fig. 2B and Fig. 5 were calculated each at the time point 
for which the yields (concentration of each byproduct—
Fig.  2B—or sum of total fermentation byproduct con-
centrations—Fig. 5—produced divided by the amount of 
sugar consumed) was the highest. The global individual 
sugar consumption rates shown in Fig.  3 were calcu-
lated using the total sugar consumed between the point 
of inoculation and the timepoint after inoculation where 
sugars were still present at significant concentrations 
(> 5 g/L). Replicates were performed for all species. The 
exact values used in each case and all the calculations for 
both replicates are shown in Additional file 6: Table S2.

Determination of hexokinase activity
Seven W/S-clade species were pre-grown in 10  mL of 
20FG medium overnight, at 25  °C with orbital shaking. 
The pre-grown cultures were then inoculated in 50  mL 

of fresh 20FG medium at an initial  OD640nm of 0.1 and 
grown under the same conditions until mid-exponential 
phase (~ after 24  h of growth). Cells were harvested by 
centrifugation (4  °C, 10  min at 8421 × g), washed twice 
with Tris buffer (50  mM triethanolamine hydrochloride 
and 1  μM PMSF adjust pH 7.6 with NaOH), and con-
centrated fourfold. The cell pellet was then washed again 
with Tris buffer, resuspended in 400  μl of lysis buffer 
(0.1  M triethanolamine hydrochloride, 2  mM  MgCl2, 
1  mM DTT, and 1  μM PMSF), and 200 μL glass beads 
(212–300  μm) were subsequently added to the cell sus-
pension. The cells were disrupted by six alternating cycles 
of 1 min vortexing followed by 1 min cooling on ice. Cell 
debris were removed by centrifugation (4  °C, 20  min at 
16,000 × g), and the supernatants were immediately used 
for enzymatic assays or stored at – 20  °C. Total protein 
was quantified using the QUBIT Protein Assay (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s guidelines. For the hexoki-
nase assay, a master mix solution with the following 
components was prepared: 50  mM Tris buffer, 10  mM 
 MgCl2, 1  mM ATP, 1  mM  NADP+, 0.2U of glucose-6-P 
dehydrogenase (Sigma Aldrich) and 1U phosphoglu-
cose isomerase (Sigma Aldrich). Enzymatic assays were 
performed at 25 °C in 500 μL reaction mixtures contain-
ing the abovementioned solution mix and 25 μL of cell-
free extract. The reaction was started by adding glucose 
(0.04 mM, 0.08 mM, 0.16 mM, 0.4 mM, 0.8 mM 1.2 mM, 
2  mM, 10  mM, and 50  mM) or fructose (0.05  mM, 
0.1 mM, 0.5 mM, 1 mM, 2 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM, 
and 50 mM) at several concentrations, and reduction of 
 NADP+ (formation of NADPH) was monitored spectro-
photometrically by an increase in absorbance at 340 nm 
for 2 min.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed in RStudio with cus-
tom scripts under available packages. The Wilcoxon and 
t-test were performed in R using wilcox.test and t.test 
function (respectively), after testing for the normality of 
the data with the Shapiro–Wilk normality test (shapiro.
test). Phylogenetic correction of the correlations between 
fermentation byproducts rates and sugar consumption 
rates (Fig. 2A) was performed using the pic (phylogenetic 
independent contrasts) tool available in the ape R library. 
A pruned phylogeny including all species for which 
experimental data was obtained was constructed with 
PhyKIT [58] using the phylogenetic tree in Fig. 1 as input.

Abbreviations
W/S clade  Wickerhamiella/Starmerella clade
HGT  Horizontal gene transfer
St.  Starmerella
W.  Wickerhamiella
S. cerevisiae  Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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MRCA   Most recent common ancestor
SCO  Single‑copy orthogroups
20G  Yeast peptone supplemented with 20% glucose medium
20F  Yeast peptone supplemented with 20% fructose medium
20FG  Yeast peptone supplemented with 10% glucose and 10% fruc‑

tose medium
Km  Michaelis constant
Vmax  Maximum velocity
PMSF  Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
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Additional file 1: Table S1. List of yeast strains used in this work for the 
reconstruction of the phylogenomic trees and in experimental assays.

Additional file 2: Fig. S1. Maximum‑likelihood phylogeny of Adh1 proteins. 
(A) The different lineages are represented by different branch colors 
(red for Saccharomycotina, light brown for other Fungi (i.e., non‑Sac‑
charomycotina), orange for the W/S clade and blue for bacteria). Poorly 
represented lineages (< 10 sequences) are shown in grey. Branches with 
bootstrap support higher than 95% are indicated by black dots. (B) Pruned 
maximum‑likelihood phylogenies of Adh1 proteins depicting the phylo‑
genetic relationship between the W/S clade and closest related species.

Additional file 3: Fig. S2. Maximum‑likelihood phylogeny of Adh6 proteins. 
(A) The different lineages are represented by different branch colors (red 
for Saccharomycotina, light brown for other Fungi (i.e., non‑Saccharo‑
mycotina), orange W/S clade and blue for bacteria). Poorly represented 
lineages (< 10 sequences) are shown in grey. Branches with bootstrap 
support higher than 95% are indicated by black dots. (B) Pruned maxi‑
mum‑likelihood phylogenies of Adh6 proteins depicting the phylogenetic 
relationship between the W/S clade and closest species. Genomic context 
and position is given for the multiple copies of Adh6d.

Additional file 4: Fig. S3. Maximum‑likelihood phylogeny of Aro10 and 
Pdc1‑like proteins. Phylogeny depicting the relationships between W/S‑
clade Aro10 proteins and their closest relatives in the Saccharomycotina 
and between W. versatilis Pdc1 xenologs and the closest related bacterial 
pyruvate decarboxylase. Branches with bootstrap support higher than 
95% are indicated by black dots. Different lineages are represented by 
different branch colors (red for Saccharomycotina, light brown for other 
Fungi (i.e., non‑Saccharomycotina), orange W/S clade and blue for bacte‑
ria). Clades highlighted in grey (Aro10‑like and Pdc1‑like) were assigned 
according to the phylogenetic position of functionally characterized 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins.

Additional file 5: Fig. S4. Consumption profiles across the W/S clade. 
Quantification of sugar consumption and fermentative products produc‑
tion across 42 species grown in YP medium supplemented with 100 g/L 
glucose and 100 g/L fructose. Results of two independent experiments for 
each species are shown.

Additional file 6: Table S2. Raw data for the sugar consumption and 
fermentative products determined in YP medium supplemented either 
with 100 g/L glucose, 100 g/L fructose or both. Values (sugar consump‑
tion rates, byproduct rates and yields) represented in Figures 2, 3 and 5 are 
shown for each species and condition.

Additional file 7: Fig. S5. Phylogenetic correction of the correlation 
between sugar consumption rates and fermentation byproducts produc‑
tion rates across the W/S clade. On the left, original values for sugar 
consumption rates and fermentation byproducts rates (A) or ethanol 
production rates (B) are shown. On the left, respective PIC (phylogenetic 
independent contrasts) corrected values are represented.

Additional file 8: Fig. S6. Results of a replicate experiment concerning 
correlation of fermentation byproducts rates and sugar consumption rates 
(A), comparison of glucose and fructose consumption rates in fructophilic 
species with and without FFZ1 (B) and comparison of global fermenta‑
tion byproduct yields in fructophilic Wickerhamiella species cultivated on 
either glucose or fructose (C).

Additional file 9: Fig. S7. Maximum‑likelihood phylogeny of the Ffz1 trans‑
porter. Phylogeny depicting the relationships between W/S clade Ffz1 
proteins and their closest relatives. The different lineages are represented 
by different branch colors (red for Zygosaccharomyces spp., light orange 
for other Pezizomycotina and blue for W/S clade) as indicated in the key. 
Bootstrap support values are indicated below the respective branch.

Additional file 10: Table S3. Sugar porter HMM‑based search in Wicker-
hamiella species. The hits obtained for each of the bitscore threshold 
values (10, 20 and 80) are presented. A BLASTp search against the NCBI 
database was performed for Wickerhamiella cacticola using the three 
thresholds to evaluate the number of false positives and false negatives. 
The threshold that yielded the best results was 20. The best BLASTp hits 
for relevant Wickerhamiella species (glucophilic without FFZ1 and fruct‑
ophilic with and without FFZ1) are indicated.

Additional file 11: Table S4. Kinetic parameters of hexokinase activity for 
seven W/S clade species with different trait combinations. No competitive 
experiments were performed, which might reveal additional properties of 
hexokinases in the various species.
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